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Chapter 66 

Sadie’s face became stern as she nodded. “Okay!” Kayson asked curiously, “Is 
something happening tonight?” “I’m not sure either. It’s an order from the Primrose 
Deck. It usually happens once every one to two months.” “The Primrose Deck?’ Kayson 
remembered Sadie telling him before that the entire residential area was divided into 
three zones. 

The Primrose Deck, where the elites were staying, and the Heartstone Chateau, where 
the financial moguls lived. 

There were also other areas, such as the Kingstone Garden, where retired or sitting 
chairmen of various companies like Liam lived. 

Three different management teams managed the three zones. Although all of them 
were in the same residential area, they had different management. “Grandpa Hugh, 
what is the level of Wolfenden Corp. in Clouspring?” Initially, Kayson thought Wolfenden 
Corp. was a big corporation in Clouspring. However, it now seemed to him that they 
were struggling a lot. “We’re somewhere below the middle.” Hugh sighed. “I was too late 
into the game when I established Wolfenden Corp. During that time. Thethe Gillete 
Group basically monopolized the market. “Although Wolfenden Corp. isn’t as 
outstanding as other corporations, I’m satisfied with what we have today.” Kayson 
laughed. “You started with nothing, and it’s very impressive that you could bring 
Wolfenden Corp. to this scale after so many years.” Liam couldn’t make it home in time, 
so only four people were around the table: Kayson, Hugh, Beatrice, and Sadie. 

After they finished their dinner, Hugh was not in the mood for a chess session, so he 
returned to rest in his room. Sadie told Kayson, “If you have nothing else to do, then 
come upstairs and get some rest.” Kayson was stunned. This was the first time Sadie 
invited him upstairs. ‘Is it because of the order from the Primrose Deck?’ 

Beatrice returned to her room and rested as well, leaving Kayson alone in the living 
room downstairs. 

Kayson was not going upstairs yet. He switched on the TV and began watching some 
shows. Reva had recommended him a new show, and since he did not have to play 
chess with Hugh, he would watch the show. 

Raymond stopped with a stern face in his tracks when he passed by Mansion No.8 in 
the Kingstone Garden. “This is where Mr. Yarde is staying, right?” Raymond mumbled 
to himself, “I wonder if I can ask for help from Mr. Yarde…” 

After hesitating for a moment, Raymond heaved a sigh and continued walking toward 
the Primrose Deck. Soon, he arrived in front of an imposing mansion. 



Two security guards were standing as stiff as a ramrod in front of the gate. When they 
saw him, they greeted him in a low voice, “Captain!” Raymond nodded. “Stay on your 
toes tonight. Nothing should happen to Elder Master Whitman tonight. If not, it’ll be a 
shame for all of us!” 

“Roger!” 

Raymond walked into the mansion of grandeur size. Three people were sitting in the 
living room. The old man was known as Hendrick Whitman. He was the head of the 
prestigious Whitmans in Clouspring. The middle-aged man was his son. His name was 
Michael Whitman, and the woman beside him was his wife, Layla Greens. 

After Raymond entered, he stood with his body erected and gave Hendrick a bow. 

“Elder Master Whitman, all men are in their positions.” Hendrick’s wizened face 
trembled, and he smiled as he spoke in a hoary voice. “It’s going to be a tough night 
again, Captain Campell.” “Please don’t say that. This is what I should do!” Raymond 
said in a stern voice. “Dad, no one can hurt us if Captain Campell is with us! He was the 
top fighter of the special forces!” said Michael. 
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There were three prestigious families in Clouspring. There were the Whitmans, the 
Allens, and the Waltons. The three families had absolute power over Clouspring, and 
they were the ones that supported many companies from the shadows. Therefore, most 
of the famous people in Clousprin were related to them. Hendrick from the Whitmans 
was a great man. He was famous in Clouspring, and his name was also widely known 
by the people in Skyspring. His words were the absolute orders back in his prime. 

Even though he had retired and passed everything to his son, Michael, he was still 
someone to be reckoned with, and no one dared to go against him despite his old age. 

Even until now, although Michael was already in his mid-40s and had full control over 
the resources and connections of the Whitmans, some people still claimed that the 
Whitmans’ pillar was Hendrick instead of Michael. 

Whether this was actually the case or not, no one knew. 

However, the assassination attempts that Hendrick faced never stopped. Not only that 
but those assassins that came after him were one stronger than the last one. 

The last assassination attempt happened around two and a half months ago. 



It was Raymond who had stepped forward and foiled the assassination attempt. He had 
wanted to capture the assassin alive, but he failed. When he decided to kill him, the 
assassin ran away. 

Raymond was certain they would send someone stronger than him this time. 

Initially, he wanted to ask for help from Kayson, but due to Hendrick’s identity, he might 
not agree to it if Raymond suddenly dragged a stranger into the team. As such, he could 
only hope that he could hold off the assassins this time. 

The sky was getting darker. A dark cloud drifted by and slowly blocked the bright moon. 
As soon as the moonlight was gone, a few figures flashed rapidly in the darkness, as if 
they were cheetahs. 

Meanwhile, at the Whitman mansion… 

The two bodyguards felt a chill down their spines all of a sudden. 

Just when they were about to raise the alarm, two dark figures appeared in front of them 
and lashed out at them. 

“Incoming!” One of the bodyguards shouted at the top of his lungs and began fighting 
the assassin. Seizing the chance while the two bodyguards were distracted, a few more 
figures appeared. 

When they were about to kick the gate, a group of people landed in front of them from 
the sky. 

Raymond was in the group, but he did not make any moves. “A bunch of cowards who 
can only move in the dark. I must find out where you guys come from tonight!” The men 
beside Raymond dashed forward and began fighting the intruders. At that moment, a 
figure appeared from the darkness and said in a hoary voice, “Captain Raymond 
Campbell from Team Azure Dracon?” 

Raymond was stunned. “You know me? Who are you?” “Hah, a dead man doesn’t have 
to know who I am.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he kicked the ground and threw himself at Raymond 
at lightning speed. 

‘He’s fast!’ Raymond’s expression changed, and he raised his arms in a defensive 
posture. However, the massive force still sent him banging straight into the door, leaving 
a dent in it. His opponent threw successive punches while Raymond roared and 
maintained his defensive posture. The silence of the night was broken by the clashing of 
their fists and limbs. After a long while, the Whitman mansion’s gate was pushed open 
forcefully. Raymond fell to the ground with blood lining his lips. Michael and his wife’s 



faces turned pale, but Hendrick was able to keep his calm. Two figures emerged from 
the darkness. Apparently, they were the ones who had defeated Raymond. One of them 
looked at Hendrick and said coldly, “Elder Master Whitman, we’re here to take your life!” 

Hendrick nodded indifferently and asked, “Can you spare my son and my daughter-in-
law?” “Are you kidding me, Elder Master Whitman? If I spare your son, everything we’ve 
done so far will be in vain.” 

Chapter 68 

Hendrick’s face turned grim upon hearing what the person said. At that moment, 
Raymond got back on his feet. Hendrick looked at him and asked, “Captain Campell, is 
there another way?” Suddenly, Raymond pulled his phone out and tossed it in front of 
Hendrick with deadly precision. 

Hendrick lowered his head and saw a message on the phone’s memo that read: 
(Mansion No. 8 in the Kingstone Garden. Look for Mr. Kayson Yarde.] 

“I’ll hold them off!” Raymond let out a roar and threw himself at the two powerful 
opponents. 

Hendrick and his family rose to their feet and left in their car through the back door. 

When the assassins once again stopped them, Raymond’s men showed up and held 
them back. Hendrick and his family entered the car, started the engine, and ran away. 
At that moment, Raymond was sent flying out of the mansion, his face dyed red with his 
blood. 

He landed on the ground with a meaty smack, but he got up very soon and dashed 
forward rapidly. 

In the meantime… 

Kayson was watching the show Reva had recommended with rapt attention. He felt it 
was a really nice show, and the group of main actors did justice to their characters. 
Suddenly, his ears pricked up, and he frowned. He walked to the window, opened it, 
and jumped out of it. As soon as he landed on the ground, he saw a bloodied person 
running toward him. “You are… the security guard at the entrance?” Kayson was 
stunned. When Raymond saw Kayson, his eyes glowed with hope. “Mr. Yarde, please 
help me to protect the people in the car!” Raymond shouted as he dropped to his knees 
with a plop. Kayson frowned and lifted his head to see a car was coming in his direction. 
‘I can’t put Grandpa Hugh and the others in danger…’ With that thought in mind, Kayson 
kicked the ground and dashed forward. “What the…” Raymond’s eyes grew wide. He 
took in a sharp air, and his face was filled with disbelief. When Michael saw Kayson 
standing in the center of the road, his face turned pale, and he stomped on the brakes. 



Meanwhile, a few of the assassins had caught up to them. 

Michael and his family’s faces turned ashen pale, and their eyes were filled with rage as 
they 

stared fixedly at Kayson. “D*mn it!” Michael punched the steering wheel in rage. They 
were only 100 meters away from Mansion No. 8. 

“It seems like this is the end for me.” Hendrick sighed. “Don’t worry. That won’t happen 
since I’m here.” 

Kayson’s voice wafted into the car, and Hendrick was stunned. 

In the next second, Kayson delivered a kick at the person, and the air was filled with 
nothing but the cracking noise of the assassin’s rib cage. Without wasting any second, 
Kayson threw a punch at another person and stomped on his chest. The assassin’s 
chest caved in, and he spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

Soon, the two people who defeated Raymond appeared before Kayson. “Who are you, 
kid? How dare you get in our way!?” Kayson ignored them and punched the bulletproof 
window, shattering it in the process. He looked at the terrified Hendrick and asked, “Do 
you want them alive or dead?” There was nothing but fear on Hendrick’s face. ‘Who is 
this young man? How can he be so powerful?’ “A-Alive?” asked Hendrick, his voice 
laced with disbelief. “Alright, then.” Kayson nodded indifferently. 

However, the eyes of the two men in front of him were cold. They did not believe that 
this kid actually had the nerve to ignore them. Both of them pounced at Kayson at the 
same time. 

Kayson had made his move as well. He was even faster than them, and they could see 
nothing but only his afterimages. One of them couldn’t react in time and was sent flying 
into the distance by Kayson’s punch. While the other was shocked by Kayson’s 
strength, he received a punch from Kayson on his head and passed out. They all 
seemed shocked as they looked at Kayson, standing like a god of war. 

S ‘This young man… He’s strong!’ 
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Hendrick’s face turned grim upon hearing what the person said. At that moment, 
Raymond got back on his feet. Hendrick looked at him and asked, “Captain Campell, is 
there another way?” Suddenly, Raymond pulled his phone out and tossed it in front of 
Hendrick with deadly precision. 



Hendrick lowered his head and saw a message on the phone’s memo that read: 
(Mansion No. 8 in the Kingstone Garden. Look for Mr. Kayson Yarde.] 

“I’ll hold them off!” Raymond let out a roar and threw himself at the two powerful 
opponents. 

Hendrick and his family rose to their feet and left in their car through the back door. 

When the assassins once again stopped them, Raymond’s men showed up and held 
them back. Hendrick and his family entered the car, started the engine, and ran away. 
At that moment, Raymond was sent flying out of the mansion, his face dyed red with his 
blood. 

He landed on the ground with a meaty smack, but he got up very soon and dashed 
forward rapidly. 

In the meantime… 

Kayson was watching the show Reva had recommended with rapt attention. He felt it 
was a really nice show, and the group of main actors did justice to their characters. 
Suddenly, his ears pricked up, and he frowned. He walked to the window, opened it, 
and jumped out of it. As soon as he landed on the ground, he saw a bloodied person 
running toward him. “You are… the security guard at the entrance?” Kayson was 
stunned. When Raymond saw Kayson, his eyes glowed with hope. “Mr. Yarde, please 
help me to protect the people in the car!” Raymond shouted as he dropped to his knees 
with a plop. Kayson frowned and lifted his head to see a car was coming in his direction. 
‘I can’t put Grandpa Hugh and the others in danger…’ With that thought in mind, Kayson 
kicked the ground and dashed forward. “What the…” Raymond’s eyes grew wide. He 
took in a sharp air, and his face was filled with disbelief. When Michael saw Kayson 
standing in the center of the road, his face turned pale, and he stomped on the brakes. 

Meanwhile, a few of the assassins had caught up to them. 

Michael and his family’s faces turned ashen pale, and their eyes were filled with rage as 
they 

stared fixedly at Kayson. “D*mn it!” Michael punched the steering wheel in rage. They 
were only 100 meters away from Mansion No. 8. 

“It seems like this is the end for me.” Hendrick sighed. “Don’t worry. That won’t happen 
since I’m here.” 

Kayson’s voice wafted into the car, and Hendrick was stunned. 

In the next second, Kayson delivered a kick at the person, and the air was filled with 
nothing but the cracking noise of the assassin’s rib cage. Without wasting any second, 



Kayson threw a punch at another person and stomped on his chest. The assassin’s 
chest caved in, and he spurted out a mouthful of blood. 

Soon, the two people who defeated Raymond appeared before Kayson. “Who are you, 
kid? How dare you get in our way!?” Kayson ignored them and punched the bulletproof 
window, shattering it in the process. He looked at the terrified Hendrick and asked, “Do 
you want them alive or dead?” There was nothing but fear on Hendrick’s face. ‘Who is 
this young man? How can he be so powerful?’ “A-Alive?” asked Hendrick, his voice 
laced with disbelief. “Alright, then.” Kayson nodded indifferently. 

However, the eyes of the two men in front of him were cold. They did not believe that 
this kid actually had the nerve to ignore them. Both of them pounced at Kayson at the 
same time. 

Kayson had made his move as well. He was even faster than them, and they could see 
nothing but only his afterimages. One of them couldn’t react in time and was sent flying 
into the distance by Kayson’s punch. While the other was shocked by Kayson’s 
strength, he received a punch from Kayson on his head and passed out. They all 
seemed shocked as they looked at Kayson, standing like a god of war. 

S ‘This young man… He’s strong!’ 
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“What’s your name, young man?” Hendrick, who had just escaped death, hurriedly 
approached Kayson and greeted him. Even though he held a position of high regard, he 
still treated Kayson with respect. “Kayson.” 

Hendrick was momentarily stunned before exclaiming, “So, you’re Mr. Kayson Yarde 
that Captain Campell mentioned!?” ‘Captain Campell?’ Kayson nodded. “You’re talking 
about Raymond, right?” “Mr. Yarde!” Raymond ran over despite his serious injuries. 
After Hendrick and his family had gotten into the car, he quickly ran in Kayson’s 
direction. Therefore, he was a lot faster than Hendrick and his family since they still 
needed to make several turns. 

Initially, he planned to join forces with Kayson to get rid of these assassins. It was just 
that he did not expect Kayson to be so powerful and to take care of them with practiced 
ease. Does this mean that he was just playing with me last night?’ 

“Elder Master Whitman, this is Mr. Yarde. I’m sure you’ve seen his skills.” 

After that, Raymond made a bow at Kayson and thanked him from the bottom of his 
heart.” Thank you for everything you did tonight, Mr. Yarde! His mission would have 



failed if something happened to Elder Master Whitman, and he would have been 
punished severely. 

“Well, if you want to thank me…” Kayson looked toward the mansion and frowned 
slightly, “ These people are dangerous. If possible, I don’t want them to come any closer 
to my family.” Upon hearing what he said, Hendrick said sternly, “Rest assured, Mr. 
Yarde. No one will know what happened tonight. Your family will be safe. “If something 
happens to your family, I’ll certainly come and apologize to you personally.” 

It seemed to Kayson that this old man before him was someone of high status. Since he 
had already given his promise, he decided to let it slide. 

“Take care, sir.” 

After that, Kayson returned to the mansion. As soon as he went inside, Sadie’s voice 
rang out angrily. 

“What are you doing, Kayson!?” 

Kayson calmly turned his head to look at Sadie standing in the corridor on the second 
floor and replied, “A wild cat was trying to get in through the window. I just shooed it 
away.” Sadie accepted his explanation. She came downstairs and took an apple from 
the fridge. 

“But I heard the sound of engines. Are there people out there?” “A car just passed by,” 
Kayson replied with a smile. Those people were too dangerous. He did not want the 
Wolfendens to get involved in something that might put their lives at risk. 

“I see.” 

Sadie walked to the couch and sat down. As she munched on the apple, she looked at 
the television and asked, “You’re watching this show too?” “Yeah. It’s pretty nice.” “Of 
course, it’s nice. The leading actor is my favorite idol. Every show he has participated in 
is nice,” Sadie said proudly. It seemed as if she knew the actor herself. 

Kayson walked over and sat on the couch silently. 

Outside of the mansion… 

Raymond was clearing the scene. When he noticed that most of them had their organs 
crushed in a single blow, he sucked in a sharp breath of air through his teeth. “What 
terrifying power!” After a short while, they all returned to the Whitman mansion. 
Raymond stood in front of Hendrick and reported sternly, “Elder Master Whitman, only 
one survived. The rest are dead.” 

Hendrick was dumbfounded. 



“Only the last one survived? All of the rest are dead?” he repeated, his voice filled with 
disbelief. 
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Michael and his wife couldn’t believe what they had heard either. 

They had been there when Kayson fought the assassins. They had seen it clearly with 
their eyes that Kayson had only exchanged blows with most of the assassins once. 

In other words, he killed them all in one strike!? 

“When did a terrifying young man like him appear in Clouspring?” Hendrick was 
shocked.“ Not only that, but this young man is staying in Mansion No.8 in the Kingstone 
Garden.” 

“Dad, if my memory serves me right, Mansion No.8 in the Kingstone Garden is the 
house for the chairman of Wolfenden Corp. and his family!” Michael chimed in sternly. 
“Mr. Hugh Wolfenden was an excellent fighter when he was young. After forming his 
family, he established Wolfenden Corp.” 

“Hugh Wolfenden… I’ve heard his name before!” Hendrick lowered his head slightly. 
After a while, he looked at Michael solemnly and said, “Keep an eye on Wolfenden 
Corp. From now onward, we’ll be supporting them! 

“Of course, we have to keep a low profile. If Wolfenden Corp.comes across any 
problem, just send someone else to help them.” 

“Yes, Dad,” Michael replied and nodded. 

“There is a very high possibility that Mr. Yarde is Hugh’s grandson-in-law. Remember, 
we need to gain his favor.” Michael did not dare to disobey his father’s order. 

From today onward, Kayson would be the Whitmans’ most valuable guest. After all, he 
was the one who had saved their lives tonight. 

Kayson was not aware of Hendrick’s thoughts right now. Raymond had mixed feelings 
after learning of Kayson’s strength. However, he was still very grateful to him. 

“Elder Master Whitman, I’ll interrogate that man and see if I can get the mastermind out 
of his mouth.” “Okay.” Hendrick’s face sank slightly. “I also want to know who is the one 
who wants to kill me again and again!” 

Downtown of Clouspring, inside a restaurant’s private room filled with many beauties… 



Wilson came to have dinner with the Allens tonight. 

Out of the three prestigious families in Clouspring, the Whitmans were the strongest, 
followed by the Allens. 

The Waltons were the weakest, and their influence had been reduced greatly over the 
past years. 

The ones who had dinner with Wilson were the second person in charge of the Allens, 
Patrick, and his son, Hector. 

“Since you’ve made up your mind, I believe I don’t have to say anything anymore,” 
Patrick let out a hearty laugh. “Come, let’s cheer to celebrate our cooperation. I’m sure 
we’ll be able to build a bright future together!” Wilson let out a sinister grin and raised 
his glass. 

After putting down the glass, a glint crossed Wilson’s eyes as he said, “Since we’re 
partners now, I’m not going to beat around the bush anymore.” “Sure, just fire away, Mr. 
Gillete,” Patrick said readily. “I want to acquire Wolfenden Corp. I hope you can assist 
me,” Wilson said sternly. “Besides, there seems to be a powerful being protecting the 
Wolfendens. Even the five fighters from my Team Sabertooth are no match for him. I 
hope that the Allens can send a few good fighters to get rid of him for me.” 

Patrick was a little bit surprised when he heard what Wilson said. “Really? There is such 
a person in Wolfenden Corp.?” 

“Yes,” Wilson replied coldly. “He’s called Kayson Yarde! He’s a highly achieved fighter. I 
hope you can treat him more seriously, Sir Allen. “However, this kid can wait. Right now, 
I want to get Wolfenden Corp. first.” After hearing what Wilson said, Patrick smiled 
faintly. “Sure. Taking care of the Wolfendens is just a piece of care for the Allens.” 

“Liam has amassed quite a lot of funds. If I want to get the Wolfenden easily, we need 
to find a way and put more pressure on their capital chain…” Wilson continued in a 
stern voice. Hector chuckled sarcastically after Wilson finished speaking. “It’s going to 
be a breeze, Mr. Gillete. The Wolfendens won’t even know what will happen when 
tomorrow arrives.” “You have a plan already, Sir Allen?” Wilson asked, his eyes 
glowing. Patrick let out a faint smile and replied, “Just you wait. Wolfenden Corp.’s 
capital chain will rupture tomorrow!” 

 


